Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon
Owner’s Manual
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Cursing, the evil eye and all other branches of psychic warfare have
a history as long as mankind. They range from evil thoughts to another
precipitating violence, to the cursed dropping down dead; remote
influencing and remote killing in US military parlance. To imbibe in
effective psychic warfare® you have to:i) Use evil spirits, demons to possess the cursed and by i to the i
technology, hurt, give cancer to, drive mad or kill the cursed. Medieval
grimoires are full of rituals to invoke evil spirits to afflict your enemies.
ii) Invoke the Luciferic or satanic forces (enemy of god and Schizophrenic
evil side of the mad Elohimic God) to kill for you. The Luciferic force is
invoked by killing, torturing, eating the Elohim’s creatures – illuminati love.
The Satanic force invoked by giving your soul to eternal torture at the hand
of the Elohimic god in return for temporal power – the Faustian Bargain.
The two entities Lucifer and Satan are not the same; Lucifer can be
bargained with if you have the stomach for wetwork, Satan is to be
destroyed by all means possible as it is the evil side of the mad god Elohim
that offers only hell in return for your soul. Born again Christians are
therefore FUBARED forever. Anything that wants your soul should be
avoided at all costs!
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iii) Using your own bioenergies to project over the target, remote viewing
to hijack their bioenergetic field (The morphogenic field switches DNA on
and off – Rupert Sheldrake’s research, Oxford biologist) remote sensing, to
add worm viruses to hurt and kill them. The so call US military remote
manipulations to kill the victim (see David Morehouse ex DIA remote
influencer).
iv) The Montauk Sage Radar remote killing program (the factual basis for
the: Stranger Things Internet series), to link a psychic with the four vector
of electromagnetism to build a real world Monster of the Id (see the film
Forbidden Planet 1956). This four vector version of humans was predicted
by Albert Einstein’s Unified Field Theory that plagiarised Theodore Kaluza’s
work (a Prussian physicist 1926) to generalise General Relativity in 5
dimensions. Having a four vector electromagnetic five dimensional body,
The Monster of the Id gives you god-like powers. The US military deep
state desperately tried to build the: Monster of the Id from mind controlled
subjects – this failed as the Monsters of the Id killed these mind slaves.
They then used psychics the Monster of the Id then killed attacked them.
Allegedly the most successful psychic created a Monster of the Id that it
could partially control. Unfortunately the Monster of the Id reverted to the
norm and had to be buried under 5 floors of filled in concrete to bury it
alive when it went off reservation (see the Montauk Experiment circa
1970).
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The US military deemed Monster of the Id Technology too uncontrollably
dangerous to continue in 1970 and shelved the research; going back to
primitive types (iii) psychic warfare®: The Stargate Program carried out by
the DIA and CIA. It took Tim Rifat the perfect Monster of the Id technology
– the key being that only 2% of humans – the psychopaths can safely use
Monster of the Id without being killed by them. Merging your being with
the four vector produces a Monster of the Id from your primal urges mind
– The Id. Psychopaths don’t fight these urges, the 98% of herd humans do
– so their own monster kills them. Illuminati who slaughter the Elohim’s
flock for the Luciferic Force can easily merge with their Monsters of the Id
– so the secret is to have no conscience – be pitiless and totally ruthless
(see Castaneda’s: The Power of Silence) Monsters of the Id give Strategic
power such that one of my lieutenants: Code Named The Great Lord Beast
caused the Fukushima Event, while Tim Rifat: The Psi-Lord controls all
Muslims and White Supremacists for ritual Luciferic murder rituals.
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vi) Sympathetic Magic Cursing:- The Voodoo Doll: this uses i to the i
technology to put pins (3 spaces) in a doll (3 Space) that is linked to the 3
space of the target by nail clippings, hair, blood… It is ineffective unless
you are a Bocor (voodoo black magician) and can steal the 3 space soul
(timelike scalar) to put in the doll to guarantee effective cursing.

The Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon can therefore benefit by
having a voodoo doll target to shoot at. Since energy content increases the
potentials of Psychic Warfare® available, optimising the energy content of
the voodoo doll target increases effective remote killing. Energy content
is optimised:
i) By using the Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon on A-listers who have
high energy content to contribute, pay for their remote killing. A-list dolls
add to the remote killing by adding sympathetic magic to the weapon.
ii) Using Barbie, Sindy, Action Man and G.I. Joe dolls with the faces of any
target on them to add energy content to remote killing low energy targets
like your boss, spouse, enemy… arseholes of little worth. The Barbie, Sindy,
service with its male component Action Man, G.I. Joe… toy soldiers
optimises the voodoo doll methodology. Since huge numbers of children
have powered these dolls in the noosphere, talked to them, played with
them, the archetypal dolly is a must have to use as target practice with
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your gun, made into a psychic assault weapon by addition to psychotronic
crystals®, psychotronic generators®, Sublime Good Engines and Bone
Generators®. This being future Psychic Warfare® brought back to the past
to change the past by use of precognitive remote viewing – mastered by
Tim Rifat many years ago. Blasting away at dolly targets on the gun range
therefore maximises energy content for effective remote killing. The
Gollywog doll a caricature of blacks is highly recommended for killing
effectively with psychic technology negros, as the Gollywog has been
charged by generations of children playing with their Gollywog- Tim Rifat
had one so it is lodged in his consciousness.
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iii) Using imagery that has been seen by millions of people of the target,
such as pop videos, films, political speeches, embarrassing episodes (such
as Ant crashing into an immigrant car while drunk – linked to the mini an
iconic car); their Facebook, Instagram account – which adds energy content
to remote killing by self-similarity of nonlinear systems that enables
Facebook, Instagram… to be bled of energy to synergies, power remote
killing. Zuckerberg’s Facebook debacle has added lots of energy to target
anyone on Facebook by adding Zuckerberg’s picture to the opposite side
of the printed picture. You need to print the picture on paper or get a 3D
printer to make a dolly to convert the target from computer space, 2D
matrix space, to 3D; 3space, by printing on 3space, 3D paper. Zuckerberg
can be put on the back if using Facebook imagery.

iv) Using Russian time density research that sucks time density out of the
target to produce cause to the target’s picture on paper that collects time
density for effect. The Russian psychic warfare® programme found that
paper is an excellent collector of time density, so putting the targets image
on paper makes an excellent target for shooting practice: to i to the i (pins
in voodoo dolls) the target to degrade their health, mental abilities7

powered by the time density of the target. A full description of time
density comes on the 300 mp3’s for customers in the restricted section –
warning they are highly explicit and will offend everyone as is their purpose
to bleed energy from the rich, Zionists and Nato – the West to optimise
remote killing. They constitute a degree course in psychic warfare for
psychic assassins and should be seen in that vein. – remember Tim Rifat
feeds off enemies and people who are offended with him. Why? With
Vampire technology all enemies sign a contract to feed the Vampire for
whom they are enemy. All the 300 mp3’s degree course can synergise the
Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon to add endless years of
experimentation. They are highly recommended for wanabee psychic
assassins, military personnel, secret police and spies… Therefore
optimising the energy content of the target enhances remote killing by
adding energy content to the i (3 space) that is possessed by the other i (3
space) in the same way that high energy pubescent teenagers are the
prime prizes of demons as their sexual energy is virginal and just
blossoming. As you can see the Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon is just a
generalisation of demonic possession and therefore is a subset of Luciferic
Science known to the illuminati and used by them on their enemies. Until
recently this Luciferic technology worked for the Zionist bankers until the
hostile takeover of illuminism by Tim Rifat. One can see the consternation
in their ranks with the loss of power and vulnerability to remote killing.
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Now we come to the fundamental problem of Psychic Warfare®. It
is a high energy pursuit and therefore off limits to everyone but people
such as Tim Rifat or Katy Perry, Taylor Swift who have weaponised public
terror or adulation respectively to raise their energies to Monster of the Id
levels. Tim Rifat is the male with the largest bundle of Psi-power, hence
his name is the Psi-Lord; whilst forerunners such as Madonna have been
bled dry by his psychic vampiric attacks. Perry’s pissed off with Tim Rifat –
see the Hey Hey video and Taylor has conceded she is no match for him
(taking a knife to a gunfight). Miley who was going to take over from
Madonna is the dark horse lurking in the wings to takeover when Perry
implodes to become the illuminati’s top trump female witch.
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Now all of this illuminati politicking is useless for the man in the
street who wants to be a psychic assassin. To this end Tim Rifat
manufactured the Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon to meet the needs of
the low energy individuals that wish to partake of high energy weapons to
enable remote killing. This owner’s manual takes you through all you will
need to make anyone: ill, mad, cause a breakdown or and kill; then attack
their Soul – a revolution in military technology. As a devotee of the Great
Man Mao I realise his famous quote: ‘Power comes at the barrel of a gun’,
is a maxim for overachievers like myself. Tim Rifat realised he could not
compete in the rigged economic kleptocracy of the Zionist bankers so
understood Mao’s doctrine to kill them all with the Psychic Warfare®
Assault Weapon. Defence is impossible because it is not decades away but
hundreds of years away in terms of scientific advancement and any
precognitive remote viewer simply lack the intelligence to reverse engineer
for future psychic warfare® methodologies in 2018.
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Mao’s adage holds the key to all power. The gun holds the pole
position in the upline of power that goes from the bottom to the top in the
noosphere – Psi-space. Tim Rifat is the Psi-Lord because he owns the gun
that enforces all reality in the real world of Man. Democracy is a sham, the
gun enforces the Zionist bankers kleptocracy of the West, Putin’s oligarchal
Russia, China’s communist Mao - Xia Zing Ping, whilst Africa, Central South
America are self-explanatory. Since the gun is the totem of power in Psispace, the noosphere, i to the i technology putting the customer’s 3 space
in the archetype of the gun, raises the common man to god in the world by
enabling him to remotely kill anyone, anytime, anyplace as long as he has
the persistence to constantly use the gun on the target in Psi-space. The
Zionist Bankers, A-listers… your boss are helpless before the archetypal
power of the gun. The Psi-Lord’s Monster of the Id has possessed the
Moslems to turn the gun in world consciousness by bringing it to every
western city and (i) to the (i)-ing humans with high speed psychic warfare
enhanced lead Self Similarity, of nonlinear systems then merges the
Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon’s energy field with all guns that have
ever been used.
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If you remotely view Psi-space (most humans are deaf, dumb and
blind in anything but the narrow box of perception agreed upon by the
consensus) you will see, hear, feel lines of power that emanate from
beings. In the world of Man there are all constrained, moulded and
directed by violence, fear, murder and sanction – the symbolic archetype
of which is the gun. Humans ultimately sanction in killing people – humans
are forced into line by the gun. So by moving through 90° from 1 to –i
(clockwise movement in Psi-space that gives us energy or 1 to i (anticlockwise which requires energy – in this case from the archetype of the
gun) and merging our being with the archetype of the gun, we become
superbeings. The end user of the Force emanating from beings, animals or
humans. We can use the Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon on aliens or
interdimensional demons to increase the scope of killing. Remote viewers
can travel to distant locations as spacelike or timelike out of body being (if
they have enough energy) to kill anyplace in the universe. So by entering
the archetype of the gun in real virtual space at the i position (see Argand
Diagram), the gun loses power from its archetypal store. By entering the
archetype of the gun at the -i position 90° turn to the left in the noosphere
we gain energy; from where? The people, aliens, demons we kill provide
energy for us the end user by becoming damned -i timelike souls – our
victims. Therefore one can see Luciferic psychic warfare is embodied in the
Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon to make it so powerful it has changed
the world. The -i direction also supplies the -1 timelike component to kill
the bodies of the target. A mathematician will be able to see that Tim Rifat
has applied Gödel's Incompleteness theorem to enter mathematical
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spaces above those of mathematics as known to Man – with remote
viewing this is child’s play. All that is important for the customer is that
entering the archetype of the gun carries out i to the i and gives normal
humans the psychic power to kill by passing decades of acquisition of
energy that is impossible to all non-illuminati who are not A-Listers. All the
services on all my websites gain their activation energy to work from the
Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon which bump starts the other services
using its preeminent power in human affairs. Once you plug the other
services into the gun it goes from simply being able to potentially kill one
person, alien, demon to other effects that use bullets not only to kill, but
change reality by killing: Hilbert Space, Wheeler Space, pathways,
multiversal beings that the victim needs to live, achieve fame, power,
fortune… These options killed by an enhanced Psychic Warfare® Assault
Weapon.
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The gun in itself embodies the i to the i technology in that the bullet
a 3 space equivalent to i goes down the barrel of a gun, another 3 space (i)
to produce real world effects in the target. Looking at the gun from a
purely mathematical space (M above normal M) one can see the general
principle of i to the i, as in A bombs where two pieces of fissile material are
imploded into each other and H bombs whose hydrogen nuclei are fused
together produce real number effects but convert mass to energy – bang!
Likewise the Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon converts mass to energy,
the mass though is complex number mass, that is lost to the gun when you
use it. As Isaac Asimov (the famous science fiction writer) wrote in a short
story, there are two crossroads for sentient races to overcome – death by
nuclear weapons and death by psychic weapons, that drive mad, kill the
race. The illuminati’s Georgia Guide Stone plan to lower human population
to 500 million, eliminating at present population levels 6.9 billion humans
is the time-line we find ourselves in now Tim Rifat has invented the Psychic
Warfare® Assault Weapon. The master race that lords it over the Brave
New World survivors, will not be Zionist bankers but Tim Rifat’s Psychic
Warfare® Assault Weapon armed followers. Once a weapon is created it is
always used, that is the nature of Man. Deploying E = mc2 from complex
number space to kill in the real number world by reality modification by
operating on the line of fate that navigate humans through the multiverse,
is revolutionary and the game changer.
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Using M above normal M mathematics one can being to see the
equivalence between the c2 (c= the speed of light) and i to the i, 2 is the
third term of the Fibonacci spiral series that moulds shapes observation, 3
spaces are equivalent to i, whilst c is simply a 3 space travelling through
the 5th dimension. Hence to make the Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon
work we need quartz crystals that by the piezoelectric effect and the
Russian Sergeyev Sensors effect (see 300 mp3’s for customer) enable
interaction with the 5th dimension. To build the propellant for the gun not
from gunpowder, cordite… but from complex number (E = mc2). It is rather
amusing that the Atlantean civilisation that supposedly pre-dated the
modern one used quartz crystals for their technology.
As we use complex number space for our weapon we cannot ignore
the other complex numbers. Quaternions are used to navigate software
through 3 space, to make things algorithmically i- 3 space so to move our
victim from i to -i (dead, spacelike scalar Force to timelike Scalar force
requires a quaternion to be built into the Psychic Warfare® Assault
Weapon. Hence the weapon has three primary components to access
quaternion complex number space: the gun, positive torsion field
psychotronic crystal® and negative torsion field psychotronic crystal®, with
the real number component being you and the negative number
movement your victim. A quaternion is such that it is composed of a real
number and i, j and k being the 3 types of complex numbers in quaternions.
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Thus we have 3 separate 3 spaces interacting for the Psychic Warfare®
Assault Weapon effect. Octonions which consist of 7 complex number
types can be added to kill the dark energy matter demons of the 7
universes of dark energy mater (see Carlos Castaneda’s: The Fire From
Within). Exorcism can be revolutionised by the Psychic Warfare® Assault
Weapon to kill demons; Elmer Fudd from Bugs Bunny Loony Tunes can
therefore say: ‘I’m hunting demons not rabbits’. So one can see that unlike
a normal gun that can be disassembled and put back together, the Psychic
Warfare® Assault Weapon is beyond the skill or ability of primitive 21st
century man to completely understand. That does not mean more
primitive version cannot be built from scratch. Unfortunately Tim Rifat
does not share so has blocked anyone else from making the weapon.

The Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon was built in Vietnam as this
country has the earth energies to perfect the gun. The Vietnamese lost 2
to 8 million people defeating the American Superpower war machine with
AK47s and the French, losing 500,000 people. In Vietnam the gun: AK47
manifests ultimate power defeating jet fighters, helicopter gunships, tanks,
bombs… of the Americans and French. So the forging of the Psychic
Warfare® Assault Weapon was mandatory in its need for Vietnamese Psispace and the million dead needed to use the Hundredth Monkey effect in
3 space (1003) to construct the weapon. Those of you that have the Death
Star Service can use the weapon on a strategic scale like the Great Lord
Beast who devastated Fukushima using the weapon he purchased in the
future. War as we know it has branched into Psi-space and is fought in ways
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opaque to the uninitiated. The mass invasion of the West by migrants: Chad
world is a resultant of the use of the weapon on a strategic scale to sow the
seeds in the noosphere of the Georgia Guide Stone future. The Psychic
Warfare® Assault Weapon used for ethnic cleansing. As you can see like
any arms designer, Tim Rifat has the misanthropic character to match.
From non-linear dynamics the starting conditions of any chaotic system
define the end result. The only way to control chaos is with a paradox
engine. So Tim Rifat used the Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon on the
French and Americans in 1954 and pre 1975 to kill off the time-lines where
they won victory over the Vietnamese creating a paradox engine (double
paradox time-lines coupled), where the Vietnamese who were defeated in
the French and American time-lines could form the milieu to enable Tim
Rifat to build the weapon in a future time-line that did not exist, impossible
in the old mathematical system. Totally possible to the remote viewer Tim
Rifat that operates in M above normal M mathematical domains where the
paradox engine is allowed, once brought in to normal M domain it
irrevocably changes what is possible.
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Unfortunately for the Americans, French and all EU members (joined by
self-similarity), Australians and all other participants on the losing side;
spending billions to emulate Tim Rifat’s Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon
proves fruitless. So the American or EU weapon not only does not work
but it kills anyone in its complex number E=mc2 blast range, reducing
America and the EU to ruins (mad disabled population) simply by trying to
build them in America or the EU (the ultimate potent protection). Likewise
the Chinese and Russians who try to copy the super genius Tim Rifat will
find their weapons can’t work. The only place you can build an effective
weapon is in Vietnam, built by Vietnamese the so called primitive weapon
boosting the Vietnamese economy by billions. Or it can be built in the UK
by Tim Rifat as he was the progenitor of the Psychic Warfare® Assault
Weapon boosting Tim Rifat’s bank balance by billions and the UK
government’s coffers. This means the Russians and Chinese will have to
pay the Vietnamese to develop the weapon for them and Nato will have to
pay Tim Rifat and the British government for more advance version. Either
way the Vietnamese are recompensed for the American war and Tim Rifat
becomes a billionaire… with the UK charging over the odds to America and
the EU. It is no coincidence the UK has officially left the EU and poison of
the French as Tim Rifat used the weapon on the EU during Brexit. If Britain
rejoins the EU as Tony Blair demands all hopes of a New British Empire
founded on the Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon expire. Tim Rifat will
simply move to Vietnam and build the weapon there.
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The rather complicated explanation of the weapon was not meant to
confuse but point to the fact that what is impossible to science is defined
by perception. According to quantum mechanics the observer collapses
the quantum wave function to produce a probabilistic universe where the
infinite possibilities of the quantum world are localised as a fuzzy set of
particles defined by Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle. As a remote
viewing scientist Tim Rifat observed the M above normal M domains to add
the science what was impossible prior to these observations by Gödel's
Incompleteness theorem. The nerds at university are deaf, dumb and blind
to all except the inside of their little boxes of observation that they
meticulously characterise to boost their self-importance, the hamster in its
cage running around its wheel. What made Tim Rifat so special was that
he was a controllable hyperpsychic remote viewing scientist, not an expert
in any field but capable of understanding all of them.
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You should use actual guns and tape the small clear Psychotronic
Crystal® to the magazine (for automatics – revolvers need tape on the
bullet barrel, the smokey Psychotronic Crystal® goes on the barrel, or can
go on the stock. For small Saturday night specials you can cup both hands
around the little gun so the Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon i to the i’s
you. The gun possessing you to convert you after a hundred times of usage
to a living weapon that can use the larger clear and smokey Psychotronic
Crystal’s® to be held in your hands to get the gun’s archetype to i to the i
you so you can fire your Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon in Psi-space
without use of an actual gun – perfect for the work scenario where you
want to start killing, driving mad, everyone in your office. Using a larger
automatic or rifle you can tape the clear Psychotronic Crystal® to the
magazine, the dark Psychotronic Crystal® to the barrel.
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Future weapons will have the Psychotronic Crystal® built into the gun for
dual usage, actual or real virtual. They will have to come from Vietnam or
the UK all other locations are useless or devastating such as America, EU
that kill anyone who purchase them. The UK cannot manufacture without
Tim Rifat, whilst the Vietnamese can. The UK is useless without Tim Rifat
relocating part of Vietnam to the UK for weapon construction. Firing the
gun at targets with the victim’s image or dolls should be done continually.
A standing wave is set up by i to the i-ing yourself to be a gun (using a
Saturday night special) particularly with a revolver, you can put both
Psychotronic Crystals® on the butt of the weapon, or using an assault
weapon where the gun rifle is i to the i-ed by you by having your fingers
through the trigger which forms part of the 3 space of the gun.
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Psychic Warfare® Assault Weapon
Owner’s Manual
By Tim Rifat
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